Rose Bonnet
by Janine Blackwelder for McGill Inc.

PAPER BLOSSOMS TOOLS:
Punches:
• 64504 Garden Petals
• 64500 Alpine Snowflake
• 64502 Birch Leaf
• 65800 Paper Tool Kit and Case
• 65900 Craft Molding Mat
Additional Supplies:
(Exact paper patterns may not be available.
Select similar papers or create your own themes.)
• Cardstock: White, Green, Yellow
• Fabri-Tac Glue (Beacon Adhesives)
• Non-stick Craft mat or scrap paper
• Rubber Stamps Technique Tuesday - Fanfare (for Scrolls)
Any small single Leaf
• Coordinating Ink pad colors for scroll and leaf
• 26” of Ribbon
TO MAKE ROSES:
1. Punch 14 small Pear shapes from the Garden Petals for each
flower. Punch 3 sets of shapes for 3 roses in White Cardstock.
2. Place shapes on the Craft Molding Mat. Using the 8mm
stylus, press down into the center of each shape as you
move the tool in a circular motion over the entire shape.
Paper will curl up around the stylus.
3. Center the tweezers, over the narrow end of each shape.
With thumb and index finger, pinch the paper around the
tweezers. This prepares petal for attaching to flower base.
4. Holding the pinched end between your finger and thumb,
use the tweezers to grab each side of the shape and roll
back to form petal.
5. Punch 1 Snowflake out of green cardstock and place on
the craft molding mat. Hold the 5mm stylus at a 90 degree
angle to the paper. Press down and roll the stylus around
in the center to form a cup. This forms the flower base to
attach petals and leaves.
6. Place a spot of glue on scrap paper or a non-stick craft mat.
Dip the narrow end of 6 pears into glue and adhere to the
cupped Snowflake arms. Continue with the next 6 pears
offsetting them in between layers. The last 2 small pears curl
inward to create the center. Caution: Don’t use glue on or over
the Craft Molding Mat. It needs to stay clean and dry.
7. Punch 8 Birch Leaf shapes from the green cardstock. Follow
Step #2 above to prepare the shapes. Use the 1mm stylus to
add thin veining details on each leaf.
8. Add color details to the leaves by lightly sponging green
ink onto the leaves. Glue 2 leaves to flower to complete the
Rose. See Bonnet assembly before gluing leaves.

ASSEMBLE THE ROSE BONNET:
1. Cut one circle 5-3/8”
diameter and one circle
3-3/8” diameter from
yellow card stock.
2. Cut a strip 1” x 11” from
same card stock. Glue
ends together to create
a 3” diameter circle.
3. Stamp pattern around
circles with desired
image and ink of your
choice. Stamp green leaves over the scrolls. Allow to dry.
4. Center the 3” circle band over the 5-3/8” circle. Glue in place.
Next, glue the 3-3/8” circle on top of the 1” band to complete
the bonnet.
5. Add ribbon around the band and tie bow.
6. Glue one white Rose to the front of the bonnet over the
band. Glue leaves around this flower. Glue second and third
Roses to each side. Add leaves to the outer sides of these
Roses.
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